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Spectrum of the Intensity of Modulated Noisy Light
After Propagation in Dispersive Fiber
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Abstract—The spectral density of the optical intensity which
results after modulated, noisy light is propagated in dispersive
single-mode fiber is investigated theoretically and experimentally.
An exact general result is obtained for the case of lowest-order-only
group velocity dispersion and is applied to light from a 1550-nm
distributed-feedback semiconductor laser which is large-signal
phase modulated and then propagated through 50 km of standard
single-mode fiber. Experimental results demonstrate the effect
of dispersion on the intensity spectrum (and thus, on lightwave
system characteristics such as modulation response, relative
intensity noise, carrier-to-noise ratio, and harmonic distortion) in
this situation and provide confirmation of the theoretical results.
Index Terms—Laser noise, optical fiber communications, optical
propagation in dispersive media, spectral analysis.

D

ISPERSIVE propagation has long been known as a major
factor limiting the performance of lightwave transmission
at 1550 nm. Although the effect of group velocity dispersion
(GVD) on the optical field is relatively easy to understand, the
effect on optical intensity (and hence, following direct detection,
the received electrical signal) can be more difficult to determine.
Reasons for this include 1) the field spectrum input to the fiber
in state-of-the-art systems may be quite complicated, resulting
from combinations of amplitude and phase variations, some of
which may have large amplitudes; 2) field amplitude and phase
variations are interconverted by dispersive propagation; and 3)
the output intensity is related to the output field amplitude by a
square-law, so that lightwave transmission is nonlinear even in
cases where the underlying field transmission is linear. These
factors limit intuitive understanding of the lightwave channel
and can lead to difficulty in predicting the dependence of system
characteristics such as modulation response, relative intensity
noise, and harmonic distortion on propagation distance, modulation format, and source laser characteristics.
A number of authors [1]–[7] have considered the effects of
dispersion on modulated pure carriers (without noise) or on
noisy light without modulation. The influence of intensity modulation on the intensity noise which results, after propagation,
from phase noise in a semiconductor laser was considered in
[8] and [9], but only in the limit of weak dispersion (and thus,
narrow system bandwidth and/or small propagation distance).
In [10], we reported an exact general formula for the spectral
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density of the intensity of ergodic (hence, unmodulated) light
after propagation in the case of lowest order-only GVD.
In this paper, we extend our general formula so as to hold
for arbitrary, nonergodic input fields, including modulated,
noisy ones. We then apply this formula to a situation involving
a 1550-nm distributed-feedback (DFB) semiconductor laser
followed by large-index phase modulation at 4 or 12.8 GHz.
We thus model, and then measure, the microwave (1–25 GHz)
intensity spectrum which results from this input after propagation through 50 km of standard single-mode fiber (SMF).
Without fiber, the intensity spectrum is unaffected by the phase
modulation. With fiber, the intensity spectrum is affected in
agreement with the results of our theory. Previously described
theoretical approaches are difficult or impossible to use in
understanding these experimental results.
Linear propagation with lowest order-only group velocity dispersion is described by the field envelope equation
(1)
is the group delay per unit length;
is the group
where
delay dispersion per unit angular frequency per unit length; and
is the fiber loss per unit distance. After absorbing the group
into the time variable , (1) leads to
delay
(2)
is the envelope of the electric field at
. The
where
Wiener–Khintchine theorem defines the spectral density of the
as
intensity
(3)
where
(4)
is the autocorrelation of the intensity at .
The above equations lead, after significant algebra (see [10]),
but without any approximation, to our fundamental result for the
spectral density of the intensity after propagation with lowest
order-only GVD
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is the fourth-order input field envelope correlation

(6)
A corresponding result for the relative intensity spectrum,
which is the spectrum of normalized intensity variation,
, where
is the time-average intensity
at , is given by the right-hand side of (3) with
replaced by
. Thus,

Fig. 1. Experimental setup.

and that
RIN
(7)
is the second-order input field envelope correlation
where
function

(8) gives
RIN

if
and zero otherwise. Using (7) and noting that
in this case, we obtain
RIN
, where

RIN

(8)
.
and it has been used that
When all of the variations in the intensity are due to intenis the (usual) relative intensity noise
sity noise, RIN
(RIN) factor. When variations include a modulation tone or
subcarrier, the resulting “RIN” contains delta functions due
to the modulation and gives, therefore, information about the
carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR). When variations include those
due to an out-of-band modulation, or “dither,” the resulting
spectrum gives information about the RIN expected under
operating conditions which include the dither. In the latter
cases, a considerable simplification in the use of the above
formulas is obtained by introducing an input field envelope of
. Then, as long as variations in
the form
and
are uncorrelated,1 we will have
the envelopes
(9)
(10)
is defined by (8) with replaced by
, etc. These
where
formulas can be extended to cases of multiple sequential modu, etc. All of the
lations by further taking
above results apply both to deterministic (modulated pure carrier) and to stochastic (noisy, possibly modulated) input fields.
Their usefulness exceeds the scope of the application made in
the remainder of this letter.
For a pure carrier with sinusoidal phase modulation at angular
and modulation index
[i.e.,
and
frequency
], (6) leads to

(11)
where it has been used that
, that

,

1
1
1
1
1  E () E ( + )0 ( ) 1  E () E ( +
)E ( + ) E ( + ) 0 (
) 1
1
1Specific requirements for (9) and (10) to hold are that
is uncorrelated with
and
is uncorrelated with
, where
t
t

R
 ,
t
t
t

t

R
 ;  ;  , and
and
are

defined similarly but with (b) replacing (a).

(12)
The “RIN” in this case is just a sum of delta functions at
, for
, representing the modulation.
For a noisy carrier with sinusoidal phase modulation [where
and
is, for example, the output
field of a semiconductor laser], (7), (9), and (10) lead to the
interesting result
RIN
RIN
RIN

(13)

is given by (12) and RIN
is the
where RIN
RIN of the source after propagation when there is no modulation. Equation (13) is obtained by using (9)–(11) in (7), interchanging the order of integration and summation, and making
and
the temporary change of variables
in order to evaluate the resulting integral. The right-hand
for the case
and
side of (13) reduces to RIN
for the pure carrier case RIN
.
to RIN
Equation (13) was verified experimentally using the setup in
Fig. 1 containing a 1550-nm DFB semiconductor laser coupled
to SMF through an optical isolator, an external LiNbO phase
modulator driven at power levels up to about 30 dBm, 50 km of
SMF-28 single-mode telecommunications fiber, a 15-GHz PIN
photodiode, a low-noise 0.1–27-GHz microwave preamp, and a
50-GHz spectrum analyzer. The setup was calibrated for RIN
measurements by replacing the 50-km fiber spool with an optical attenuator and measuring, for a range of attenuations, the
photocurrent and microwave power in a narrow (2 MHz) bandwidth at each desired measurement frequency (with no signal
applied to the phase modulator). The procedure is automated in
our setup and the results are fit to the known (quadratic) dependence of measured power on photocurrent in real time, yielding
the in situ optical-to-electrical gain and the noise floor at each
frequency.
Using the calibrated system, the RIN of the laser biased at
(i.e., no modulation) with
200 mA was measured for
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Fig. 2. Relative intensity spectrum (in dB/Hz) at 50 km for 4-GHz phase
= 0 (dots), 0.34
modulation. The solid curves are from (13) with
(squares), 0.62 (triangles), 0.78 (circles), and 1.23 (diamonds); the vertical
portions of these curves represent (delta function) signal components. The
data gradually becomes noisy above 15 GHz due to the effect of roll-off
in the photodiode response. The lower, dashed line represents an estimate
of the minimum value of RIN that could be measured meaningfully at the
photocurrent available (0.2 mA after 50 km propagation).
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the sum to
and using RIN
described above]
, 0.62, 0.78, and 1.23.
yielding the values
The presence of large-signal intensity variations in the receiver is a limiting factor in the accuracy of the above measurements. A large signal saturates (thus, decalibrates) the gain of
the microwave preamp and may also lead to postdetection harmonic mixing in the preamp and/or in the spectrum analyzer
front-end. In order to eliminate the possibility of such errors,
and to emphasize the fact that the presence of intensity modulation at the receiver is not required for an observable affect
on the RIN, a second set of measurements was performed using
GHz. For this modulaphase modulation at
tion frequency there is essentially no intensity variation due to
modulation at either the transmitter or at the receiver, because
12.8 GHz and its multiples are at nulls in the phase-to-amplitude
km of fiber [that is, because
conversion response for
at this modulation frequency]. Fitting to
and
(13) in this case (see Fig. 3) yields values of
0.51 and improved fits compared to the results at 4 GHz. Only
relatively low levels of phase modulation could be obtained at
this frequency due to roll-off in the phase modulator response,
but a significant effect on the RIN, in agreement with theory,
was still observed.
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